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Monster Stock Lessons 2020-2021 will take you through the years of 2020 and 2021 in the stock
market and analyze the monster stocks (stocks that at least doubled in price in one year) for
each of those two years. You will learn the characteristics common to these outstanding leading
stocks and see how they repeat every market cycle. Simple measurements of price action,
volume levels, and key moving average areas are consistently similar to all the best MVP stocks.
And it’s been that way throughout market history, not confined to just the two years covered in
this chart study guidebook.You will see how top professional stock traders produced triple-digit
returns in both 2020 and 2021. Profiles of these top traders will walk you through some of their
most successful trades. Then trace those trades back to many of the 45 illustrated and simplified
stock charts that point out key price movements. Study and learn from these big winning stocks
and the best traders so you can be prepared in future market cycles to repeat their
successes.Learn how to track just a few key measures to stay on the profitable side of market
trends. You’ll discover how staying in the flow of the market can reap positive returns. And you’ll
learn how to discover the next monster stocks in their early stages. You’ll learn to know what to
look for to see if they continue to exhibit positive traits and continue moving higher. You’ll also
learn what danger signals to look for when it’s time to exit and move on to the next potential
super stock. Study and learn from these past monster stocks and you’ll increase your odds for
success in the next stock market cycle.
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AuthorAcknowledgementIntroductionMonster Stock Lessons will walk you through the years of
2020 and 2021 in the stock market and analyze many of the leading stocks that reached
monster stock status. Just to clarify, that was defined in Monster Stocks as follows:A stock that
at least doubles in price in a short time frame. A short time frame in the stock market, as far as
history with monster stocks is concerned, usually lasts between 4 and 18 months. Most will land
somewhere in the middle of that range as the meatiest part of a fast-advancing monster stock
usually occurs between 6 and 12 months of its major move. And many of the truly giant monster
stocks will triple, quadruple, or even move up a thousand percent or more in those short time
frames.The year 2020 produced many strong leading stocks after Q1, which had produced a
steep bear market (defined as a decline of 20% or more from its recent highs) in one of the
shortest periods of time in stock market history. But coming off that quick bear market was a
handful of market leaders that drove the market higher through the remainder of 2020 and into
2021. That is why you should never give up on the market when it corrects—you will miss out on
some of the best opportunities when the market turns up. For those who did give up near the end
of Q1 in 2020, they certainly missed out on some great opportunities when dozens of stocks
reached top-notch status in a short period of time. But many of the biggest leaders that became
monster winners in 2020 didn’t continue leading in 2021, even though the market kept its
uptrend intact. You will see why it is critical to adhere to selling rules when they present
themselves. You don’t want to give back most of the profits you attained on the way up. We will
analyze how and why that occurred so the lessons learned can be remembered in future market
cycles. But while some leaders gave up their leading stock status from the prior year, there were
others that thrived in 2021, during a somewhat choppy uptrend. We will see how the market
generated new leaders as sector rotation was more commonplace in 2021 than in
2020.Studying history in the market helps us understand how cyclical trends work and how new
opportunities occur while also giving clues as to how leading stocks top and begin downtrends.
And continuing uptrends always produce new leaders that take off and lead. One thing to note
when analyzing these two years—the monster stock status, measuring a stock that’s doubled or



more in one year, will be looked at on a calendar basis. I’m only doing it that way so you can see
some leaders that doubled in a calendar year and how many times those opportunities arose. Of
course, many leading stocks will double over time frames that cross over yearly calendar dates.
But seeing it on the yearly calendar basis gives one a look into how many leaders are produced
that way and how they provided big gains. And it only takes a few monster stocks a year, if
handled correctly, to produce index beating returns, as you will soon see. You will never get the
full move of a monster stock, and you never get them all. Your objective should be to recognize
which stocks show the characteristics of past winners and trade them within their uptrend moves
to garner a portion of the profits they offer on their incredible runs.In analyzing the years of 2020
and 2021, I will provide you with several guideposts used to gauge the action of the market in
general and the leading stocks. The main source of information I’ve used is Investor’s Business
Daily (IBD). Their decades of experience in analyzing the markets health day-to-day is
invaluable. Figure I-1 shows the Nasdaq chart where IBD made market interpretation change
calls during 2020 as the health of the market changed (confirmed uptrend, uptrend under
pressure, market in correction, and uptrend resumes). These calls occur as the market changes
and most stocks typically will follow the market. There were three instances in 2020 where IBD
classified the market as “market in correction.” The first was near the end of February when
heavy selling was starting to hit the market due to COVID-19 concerns. That was the start of the
sharp but short bear market. There were two others—one at the end of September and one near
the end of October. Both of those pullbacks in the market were short lived, and soon the market
regained its upward momentum. The strong uninterrupted uptrend from April through August
was where most of the best stock gains occurred. The last two months of the year were also very
strong for leading stocks.New Highs / New LowsOne of the other guideposts I use to check the
overall health of the market is the net differential between 52-week new highs and new lows.
There are many secondary market indicators out there, maybe too many. Some are good, some
not so much. After years of research, the one I found that provides a guidepost to the market
averages with consistent reliability is the ratio of 52-week new highs to new lows. I call the
differential between the two the High Low Gauge or H/L/G. I track it every day and compare it to
what the overall market averages are doing. It’s important to point out that this is still a secondary
indicator. Nothing beats daily observations of the price and overall volume action in the main
market indexes along with the stocks that are leading an advance or coming under selling
pressure during a decline. But the H/L/G has a solid history of matching or leading market
action. If you think about it, it makes sense. You can’t have a strong uptrending market without
more stocks making new highs than those making new lows and vice versa. And there are
different stages and degrees of market uptrends and downtrends. Some may be stronger or
weaker than others. Some are choppy and much more difficult to maneuver through. Many
times, the level or trend of positive and/or negative days or weeks in a row of the H/L/G helps
determine the level of health of the overall market. There certainly are trends to it and levels of
excessiveness and weakness within it have matched up to the action of the market with



surprising accuracy. I won’t go into all the details of those in this book. Dr. Alexander Elder’s book
(see below) describes many of those levels.I’m not the first person to see this correlation by any
means. The ratio has been around for decades and is used by many stock research firms
regularly. Gilbert Haller wrote a book in 1965 called The Haller Theory of Stock Market Trends.
His extensive study of the markets focused on the importance of the ratio of new highs to new
lows. He states that he “quickly charted a NH-NL Index covering several years, and found that it
was indeed an important factor in measuring technical market strength or weakness.” Figure I-2
is from his book. He calculated his ratio on a weekly basis. The year 1960 was mostly a down
year for the market, with several large whipsawing trends in the middle of that year. You can see
how his NH-NL Index correlated with that trend. The year 1961 produced a very strong uptrend
through most of May and then the market corrected hard starting in late May, which lasted
through late July. A strong bounce then led to choppy trading until December when another
strong correction hit the market. You can clearly see in figure I-2 how his index of weekly net new
highs and new lows correlated directly with the actions of the market during those two years, as
just one example. He also followed the number of stocks that advanced and declined on a
weekly basis and calculated what he called his Advance and Decline Index.Dr. Alexander Elder,
an author of many excellent market books, wrote one of his books dedicated to the study called
The New High – New Low Index (that I highly recommend). A few key points from that book
include his discovery of how the index can be a leading indicator of the stock market by days or
weeks. His research shows that certain timing of buying, selling, or doing nothing with stocks,
can improve by following the trend and level of the index. Also, based on the level and activity of
the index, one can gauge how strong or weak a trend in the market is likely to continue in either
direction. You will see how accurate this has been during the two years covered in this
book.Gerald Loeb, who in my opinion was one of most successful traders ever for over five
decades, covering the 1920s through the 1970s, used the ratio regularly as well. Many top
traders today track the ratio daily and compare it to the action of the overall market. I use the
daily new high and new low numbers that IBD produces on its subscriber website. They take out
stocks selling for under ten dollars per share and stocks that trade under ten-thousand shares
per day. The IBD numbers, therefore, take out the insignificant stocks in the market. The IBD
numbers will then vary from other sources that include all stocks traded. The tracking of this has
been remarkably accurate in relationship to the health of the general market, just as Haller
discovered back in the 1960s. Figure I-3 is a chart of the Nasdaq for 2020 and under that is a
chart of the net New High/New Low gauge differential that I calculated daily from the IBD site.
One can clearly see the correlation between the two. (The chart below, due to its framing
correlating to the market, doesn’t line up perfectly, which is why I draw the arrows from one to the
other, connecting the same time frames.) In Chapter Two, I show the same information for
2021.MVP StocksWhen tracking leading stocks that become monster stocks, there are certain
traits that nearly all historic big winners shared. Keeping it simple helps as well. This short book
won’t go into the fundamental statistics for each stock analyzed. Suffice it to say that all monster



stocks throughout history had strong fundamentals during their upward moves. If they didn’t
possess the earnings or sales growth power at the prior or immediate time, it was anticipated
that strong earnings growth and solid sales growth were soon to become significant factors in
the stocks’ continued rise. If the numbers disappointed during the run, that would often mark the
end of a stock’s uptrend. And since many of the stocks analyzed here come from IBD lists, you
can be assured that the fundamentals play a big role behind or ahead of a stock’s
performance.Many top traders run screens to sort through hundreds of stocks, looking for
setups in bases, support areas, climax runs, and so on. Relative Strength (RS) is a great
measure of the strength of a stock as it relates to all other stocks and is a favorite measure to
track for many successful traders. I use IBD for my screening tool, as they perform a highly
selective criteria for stocks to make the several lists they produce weekly, and they update them
daily, based on current price action. IBD has strict criteria for a stock’s fundamentals and relative
strength, so you can be assured that the stocks they list are leaders from a current or perceived
earnings and sales standpoint and from a price performance standpoint.When doing research
for Monster Stocks, which came out in 2007, and being active in the market, I found that simple
critical criteria have remained the same over the years and over different market cycles. That is
not surprising given the market hasn’t changed much over history due to human nature being
the main factor. The key technical criteria I discovered that was common to all were moving
averages, volume, and price action. When stocks possess action that relate positively to all
three, I call them MVP (moving average, volume, price) stocks. Just as in sports or business,
your MVPs are the standout performers. It’s the same in the stock market. MVP stocks tend to
become monster stocks. And monster stocks are the top leading stocks in all market
uptrends.Moving AveragesA highly successful, legendary trader once stated, “Nothing good
happens below the 200-day moving average line.” That area is used as a bottoming area for
many future leading stocks after a major correction and is looked at as a long-term average.
Many leading stocks will find support there and start base building. But growth stocks that move
up to monster status left that area behind some time ago. As they rise up, they cross over the 50-
day area as they construct healthier basing patterns. The 50-day area is viewed as a more
intermediate-term moving average. William J. O’Neil and many institutional as well as individual
traders, have used this area as a metric in measuring a stock’s overall strength or weakness.
Rising 50-day moving average lines indicate a stock is in an uptrend. The 21-day area (basically
one month of trading activity) is a shorter intermediate-term moving average and has become
more accepted over the years and is used by many top traders. It was mentioned several times
in Monster Stocks and illustrated its importance during a monster stocks performance run. The
shorter-term metric is the 10-day moving average and is also used by many top traders. I use a
simple system for grading my stocks, which is similar to school grading. This helps me
categorize stocks in a very easy manner. I like to own only A and B graded stocks.A – above the
10/21/50/200-day moving averagesB – above the 21/50/200-day moving averages but below the
10-day moving averageC – above the 50/200-day moving averages but below the 10/21-day



moving averagesD – above the 200-day average but below the 10/21/50-day moving averagesE
– below all the moving average areas listed aboveFor purposes of this short book, I will show the
21-day and 50-day simple moving averages on the charts featured. As I stated, the 200-day area
on these charts had already been crossed and was in the rearview mirror for leading stocks at
this stage in their set up, breakout, and run up. I’ll mention the 10-day moving average from time
to time, but most of the action, breakout, run up, and top will focus on the 21-day and 50-day
moving average areas. Those are your short to intermediate time frames that typically produce
the most monster stocks and the meatiest part of their strong moves upward. The strongest
stocks of all will ride and be above all the moving averages mentioned.VolumeVolume has been
and continues to be a critical measurement of the demand for a strong rising stock, and its
correlation with price action is the most definitive signal of how strong or weak a stock has been
and could potentially be. Volume activity has been a critical tracking component for many of the
best stock traders throughout history and many of the top traders today. Volume is also a
characteristic of liquidity, based on its average daily trading volume. For purposes of this book, I
analyze and feature only stocks that traded, on average, one million shares or more per day.
Those are typically stocks that institutional investors favor. And if they want to be involved in a
stock, they leave footprints (in volume levels) behind that are hard to hide. It is their involvement
in a stock that accounts for the major moves. And as an individual trader, it should be your
objective to find where the big money is placing its commitments and follow it.The charts in this
book will consistently point out volume action and how it played a key role in a stock’s price
movement. Whether it’s green (positive volume action on strong up days) or red (negative
volume action on strong down days), volume is a key determinant of a stock’s trend. Your
objective is to be on the same side of the trend in a leading stocks move. Remember, the trend is
your friend, and you don’t fight against your friends.PricePrice is the definitive measure that we
all want on our side. Everything concerning a stock (fundamentals, news, opinions, etc.) ends up
reflected in its price. Either to the upside or the downside, as a trader you are managing your risk
level by the changes in price, and those changes determine your decisions to buy, sell, hold, or
avoid a stock altogether. It’s your risk management techniques, the proper timing of the price
changes based on the markets activity, and the leading stocks in your trading that will determine
how successful your results will be. We all want to maximize our profits, and one way to do that is
to invest and trade in the leading stocks that perform the best and become monster stocks.The
ChartsThe stock analysis charts included will point out key price action characteristics of each
stock. The main technical signals highlighted will be breakouts from basing areas, volume
signatures (both on the upside and downside), and how the stock acted near the key 21-day and
50-day areas. Notice I use the word areas many times instead of lines. Stocks that find support
at those key areas rarely just come down perfectly to touch those lines and bounce right off of
them (though you will see a few here). Many great stocks undercut moving average lines and
can stay under them for several days or more without doing much damage. Volume levels should
be watched closely during those times as they can give off vital clues if the stock recovers or



continues to falter near those key areas.Most of the gap-ups (and gap-downs) on the charts that
you will see are the result of earnings announcement reactions. Buying into gap-ups is a strategy
of many top traders. Many traders trim positions before an earnings announcement due to the
high-risk levels associated with disappointing reports and the hard-negative reactions or gap-
downs that can result from disappointments. Solid earnings reports that exceed expectations
can many times lead to after hours and opening gap-ups that show institutions piling into the
stock with strong volume buying power.With stocks that double and become monster stocks
during their run, you will typically find pullbacks soon after. Pullbacks occur many times on the
way up during a leading stocks run as they get extended in price and traders take some profits.
Many top traders sell portions of their position in a leading stock into strength when stocks
power up quickly. Implementing sell strategies on the way up and buying strategies near key
support areas will be addressed in Lessons Learned.I would encourage readers to study
Monster Stocks to get more in-depth descriptions of many of the concepts presented here. This
book is also intended to be a chart study book. It focuses on the best of the best performers for
the years featured. Studying the best MVP performers can help one in future market cycles as
patterns do repeat in the market. Please make sure you view all the charts and study and
understand the key points in each—chart study is one of the best teachers of the market. Many
of the best stock traders throughout history became master chart readers. Price and volume
analyses are key—they have been throughout history, and they proved it again in 2020 and
2021, both on the way up and on the way down. How stocks behave around key moving average
areas can also give vital clues as to what big money investors and traders are doing. Do those
areas become support or resistance for a stock? Are they trending up or down? These are all
key components in an uncertain environment like the stock market. All the charts featured here
come from the app ©StockMaster. I use that app daily, and I highly recommend it based on its
ease of use and its many features.Chapter One – 2020The new decade started off with a bang
as the market continued, following up on the strong Q4 uptrend from 2019. Chinese stocks were
some of the leaders at the time, including BABA, TIGR, EH, and MOMO (I will use ticker
symbols when referring to stocks most of the time in this book). Other leaders were LITE and
PYPL, just to name a few. January was positive, but near the end of the month, we start to hear
about and get a glimpse of the early impacts from COVID-19.By the third week of February,
COVID-19 was starting to have a major impact. A string of distribution days occurred in the
markets, the first trend of negative net New High / New Lows (H/L/G) since the beginning of Q4
in 2019 set in, and leading stocks were breaking down through key moving averages on volume
signatures. As the month progressed so did the selling. Heavier selling was hitting the markets
by the last week of February. IBD changed their market outlook status to “uptrend under
pressure” on February 24 (see figure I-1). The next day IBD changed their outlook again, this
time to “market in correction” as heavy selling continued. March was a panic sell month as the
indexes tanked and COVID-19 concerns started to make a big impact. As William J. O’Neil once
stated, “When they raid the house, they usually get everyone, and eventually all the leaders will



succumb to the selling.” That certainly seemed to be the case as the month of March 2020 will
go down as one of the worst in market history.With the fear of COVID-19 spreading and its
possible impact on everything from health care, work habits, sports and entertainment to travel,
social gatherings, and so on, the market reflected it all in its downward spiral. After four straight
weeks of heavy selling through the third week of March, the Dow Index was already down 33%
YTD (See figure 1-1).However, a few stocks bucked the heavier selling and began to show some
signs of life. With companies closing offices and a work-from-home environment starting to take
hold, some stocks that represented a new look for work started to quickly halt the selling
pressure and show promise. That is why one should never give up or take their eyes off the
market. Even during the harsh selling downtrends that stocks will cycle through, it’s wise to pay
attention as an uptrend can always be right around the corner. And stocks that hold up best
during a downtrend will typically become the monster stocks of an ensuing uptrend. It’s
happened throughout market history and it was no different in the spring of 2020. Here are a few
from the weekend of March 21, 2020 (figure 1-2). Here’s something to note: when I include
figures of watchlists from my IBD research that show annotations, those are from my personal
trading journal at the time.
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Rob Kirk, “The charts are good but the interpretation of the markets and trading.. awesome. I
was very actively trading these two years and this book is a true treasure on how to review and
understand what really happened. The insights into trading psychology and tips are incredible.
The charts, not bad, but the realization the IBD market calls were pretty spot on, this is great
stuff. I would recommend this book to any trader serious about learning from their mistakes.”

Adam, “Excellent Book!. 10 stars out of 5!This is a great book that anyone can benefit from. John
does a great job of breaking down a complex topic and, once again, shares timeless investing
lessons with you. This is a great book that is packed with great trading advice!”

The book by John Boik has a rating of  5 out of 3.8. 20 people have provided feedback.
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